Heli-Expo 2019

Airbus confirms order for Canada’s first H160
#HaiExpo19 #H160ReasonsWhy #WeMakeItReal @AirbusHeli
Atlanta, 6 March 2019 - Airbus has signed an order for an ACH160 with an undisclosed
Canadian customer. The customer, who has vast experience in corporate aviation, has
opted for the aircraft to be delivered with a custom-made interior.
“We are proud to announce the sale of the first H160 in Canada where we have seen strong
interest in this game-changing aircraft. The H160 has received considerable attention from
private and business aviation, air medical services, and passenger transport operators,” said
Romain Trapp, President of Airbus Helicopters Canada. “The H160’s breakthrough design,
low sound levels, smooth flight at high speeds and the product maturity at entry into service,
meet and often exceed the premium standards set by operators in high-demand markets.”
The selection of the H160 followed a flight demonstration during the H160’s 2018 North
American tour, which demonstrated passenger comfort and the next generation-technology
firsthand.
The innovative medium twin-engine H160 is the first member of the H generation. From its
inception, the complete design of this helicopter has revolved around the creation of an
aircraft with added value for customers in terms of performance, economic competitiveness,
safety and comfort. In addition, there is increased external visibility for pilots through the
enlarged windshield, lateral and floor level, combined with the aircrafts’ cameras which show
one of four multi-functional displays in the cockpit.
Airbus’ digital helicopter avionics suite, Helionix, as well as the 4-axis autopilot, further
contribute to the H160’s safety by significantly reducing pilot workload. Along with the
integrated automatic functions, Helionix allows the pilot to concentrate on the mission at
hand.
The H160 has also been designed to facilitate ease of maintenance, allowing it to reach
levels similar to that of a light-twin helicopter. The aircraft’s optimized accessibility has been
praised by rotary-wing operators who have had the opportunity to fly in the H160.
ACH – Airbus Corporate Helicopters is the Airbus Helicopters offer dedicated to its private
and corporate customers offering end to end service-based ownership experience.
***
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2018 it generated revenues of € 64 billion
and employed a workforce of around 134,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger
airliners. Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one
of the world’s leading space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military
rotorcraft solutions worldwide.
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